
Free Learning Apps – KS1 

Maths 

Bee-Bot - This is a coding app that allows children to use an app version of the robot to 

easily learn the basics of programming in the different levels and puzzles using the 

cartoon bee, suitable for very young children. 

It allows children to improve their skills in directional languages and programming 

through the different sequences of forwards, backwards, left and right 90 degree 

turns in each level. Progression within the app will allow students to develop their 

knowledge whilst solving the complex challenges throughout the different aspects of 

the game. 

Teaching number lines (apple) - helps to introduce the concept of number lines for 

counting, ordering, addition and subtraction. 

Human Heroes Einstein’s Clock - Move hour and minute hands across 8 different levels 

and learn how to tell the time in different configurations: O'Clock, quarter and half, 

and past and to. Tutorials and on-screen guidance allow for children of all abilities. 

Pet Bingo by Duck Duck Moose - Learn and practice addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division. Pet Bingo includes unique educational hints that teachers 

have developed to help kids understand different math concepts. Play the mixed math 

mode that adapts to each kid's level to make sure that they're understanding the 

concepts. 

10 Minutes a Day Times Tables (Apple) - Educational publisher DK, 10 Minutes a Day 

Times Tables works on the theory that children learn best in short bursts. It tests 

them on their tables from 1x1 to 12x12; you can choose whether to do them in order or 

out of sequence. 

Komodo Maths - Komodo is designed to build and consolidate maths knowledge for 

children aged from 5 to 11. A maths teacher sets up each user's baseline in the app and 

parents define the rewards. Children then engage in little-and-often practice to raise 

their maths knowledge and skill. 

My Math Jigsaw puzzles for kids - Learn addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division. Over 100+ maths puzzle games to choose from. From dinosaur pictures to 

animal puzzles, access over 100 jigsaw puzzles free. 

 

English 

Teach your monster to read – Aimed mainly at early readers but progresses through 

the letters and sounds phases 2-5 nicely with 3 different levels. 

Toontastic - With Toontastic 3D you can draw, animate, and narrate your own 

cartoons. Move characters around onscreen, tell your story, and Toontastic records 

your voice and animations and stores it on your device as a 3D video.  



Puppet Pals - In the free version children can choose from 8 characters and three 

backdrops. They are then given a stage where they can create stories and move 

characters around, before recording their stories. When these are played back it 

creates a seamless story. 

http://literacyapps.literacytrust.org.uk/category/all-apps/ website has lots of ideas 

for literacy-based apps. You can search by age.  

 

General 

Glow Draw - Glow Draw is particularly designed for kids with easy-to-use painting on 

canvas. It has bright colours and different brushes. Could be used for fine motor 

control, writing words / letters / numbers etc. 

http://literacyapps.literacytrust.org.uk/category/all-apps/

